1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-20-01346}
===============

Flexible electronic technologies are very attractive for their use in many novel applications such as wearable electronics, implantable medical devices, and healthcare systems \[[@B1-sensors-20-01346]\]. The flexible film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) is one such a technology with growing potential owing to its widespread applications in modern electronics and sensing. For example, FBAR devices are very promising for sensing and monitoring pressure \[[@B2-sensors-20-01346]\], mass \[[@B3-sensors-20-01346]\], ultraviolet (UV) light \[[@B4-sensors-20-01346]\], and biomolecules \[[@B5-sensors-20-01346]\] owing to their small size, high sensitivity, and low power consumption. Over the past several decades, a number of FBAR studies have focused on the development of novel materials (piezoelectric layer, substrate membrane) for the fabrication of high-performance FBARs \[[@B6-sensors-20-01346]\], and flexible polymer substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) \[[@B7-sensors-20-01346]\] and polyimide (PI) \[[@B8-sensors-20-01346]\] have been successfully used in the fabrication of flexible FBAR devices. However, commonly used piezoelectric materials for FBAR devices (materials such as zinc oxide (ZnO), aluminum nitride (AlN), and lead zirconate titanate (PZT)) are inorganic, and are either brittle or not biocompatible. In addition, complex process combined with high-cost equipment for the deposit of these highly crystalline films can limit their widespread application and commercialization.

Polyvinylidine difluoride (PVDF), a well-known high-performance piezoelectric polymer, could be a strong candidate as a new flexible FBAR material due to its remarkable inherent flexibility, lightness, and robustness, as well as its high piezoelectric response and low acoustic impedance, similar to those of biological tissue. Since the discovery of the piezoelectric activity of the PVDF material by Kawai in 1969 \[[@B9-sensors-20-01346]\], PVDF-based piezoelectric polymer has been used in a wide range of actuators and sensors, such as underwater acoustic transducers \[[@B10-sensors-20-01346]\], ultrasonic inspection sensors \[[@B11-sensors-20-01346]\], acceleration sensors \[[@B12-sensors-20-01346]\], surface acoustic-wave devices \[[@B13-sensors-20-01346]\], pressure sensors \[[@B14-sensors-20-01346]\], and energy harvesters \[[@B15-sensors-20-01346]\]. In addition, it has been utilized in medical and biological applications such as artificial muscles and organs \[[@B16-sensors-20-01346]\], medical imaging \[[@B17-sensors-20-01346]\], and blood-flow monitors \[[@B18-sensors-20-01346]\]. However, a PVDF polymer cannot be processed by a standard lithography process, limiting its application in MEMS devices and electronics.

In this paper, we report on the feasibility of using a $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF polymer for the development of FBARs. In this research, an FBAR device was designed with a 100 $\mathsf{\mu}m$ thick $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF film sandwiched between two metal electrodes with a simulated resonant frequency of 9.418 $MHz$. A facile and reliable fabrication method was developed to successfully fabricate β-phase PVDF FBAR, which is compatible with the standard lithography process. The stability of the crystalline phase and the piezoelectricity of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF film after the fabrication process were verified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and piezoelectric coefficient $d_{33}$ measurement, respectively. The performance of the β-phase PVDF FBAR was analyzed and characterized both experimentally and theoretically. Furthermore, we conducted investigations on the performance of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF FBAR for strain and temperature sensing, and results showed that the device has great potential for flexible applications in electronics and sensors.

2. Modeling and Device Fabrication {#sec2-sensors-20-01346}
==================================

2.1. Numerical Modeling {#sec2dot1-sensors-20-01346}
-----------------------

Most PVDF properties, particularly piezoelectricity, are related to the strong electric dipole moment of the PVDF monomer unit (CH~2~-CH~2~-), owing to the electronegativity of fluorine atoms as compared to those of hydrogen and carbon atoms \[[@B19-sensors-20-01346]\]. It is a kind of semicrystallized polymer with four crystalline structures $\left( {\mathsf{\alpha},{\ \mathsf{\beta}},{\ \mathsf{\gamma}},{{and}\ \mathsf{\delta}}} \right)$ that are defined by different chain conformations of the PVDF material \[[@B20-sensors-20-01346]\]. The structures of most investigated and used crystalline PVDF phases are illustrated in [Figure 1](#sensors-20-01346-f001){ref-type="fig"}. Here, the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase with all trans ($TTT$) planar zigzag arrangement is essential for piezoelectric applications since it has the largest effective dipolar moment per unit cell, therefore exhibiting the highest piezoelectricity \[[@B21-sensors-20-01346]\]. The PVDF used in this work is the polar $\mathsf{\beta}$ crystal phase.

A comparison of the relevant material parameters for common piezoelectric materials and $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF is given in [Table 1](#sensors-20-01346-t001){ref-type="table"}, showing that $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF possesses outstanding mechanical flexibility and high piezoelectricity. As such, large displacement for PVDF material can be obtained due to its small Young's modulus \[[@B22-sensors-20-01346]\]. The very low acoustic impedance, as compared to that of inorganic piezoelectric materials, makes it useful as an acoustic sensor in water, organic materials, and biological tissue. Moreover, a comparatively high effective coupling coefficient is rather advantageous for wide bandwidth applications. It also shows a large temperature-dependence offset, long-term stability in dynamic condition, relatively simple fabrication process, and low cost for manufacturing in large volume \[[@B23-sensors-20-01346]\].

The $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF FBAR was designed and analyzed by the finite-element method (FEM) using COMSOL Multiphysics before fabrication. For simplicity, we considered a device composed of a 100 $\mathsf{\mu}m$ thick PVDF piezoelectric layer sandwiched between top and bottom aluminum (Al) electrodes with 200 $nm$ thickness, as shown in [Figure 2](#sensors-20-01346-f002){ref-type="fig"}a. For a stretched and poled piezoelectric PVDF film, its symmetry properties belonged to point group 2 mm \[[@B33-sensors-20-01346]\], and in many cases, it is typically regarded as having isotropic elastic and dielectric constant; therefore, the elastic-compliance, piezoelectric-coefficient, and dielectric-permittivity matrices can be simplified as $${\begin{bmatrix}
\begin{matrix}
s_{11} & s_{12} & s_{13} \\
s_{21} & s_{22} & s_{23} \\
s_{31} & s_{32} & s_{33} \\
\end{matrix} & \begin{matrix}
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
\end{matrix} \\
\begin{matrix}
{\ 0\ } & {0\ } & {0\ } \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & {0\ } \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & {0\ } \\
\end{matrix} & \begin{matrix}
s_{44} & 0 & {0\ } \\
0 & s_{55} & {0\ } \\
0 & 0 & s_{66} \\
\end{matrix} \\
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{Y}\begin{bmatrix}
\begin{matrix}
1 & {- \sigma} & {- \sigma} \\
{- \sigma} & 1 & {- \sigma} \\
{- \sigma} & {- \sigma} & 1 \\
\end{matrix} & \begin{matrix}
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
\end{matrix} \\
\begin{matrix}
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
{0\ } & {0\ } & 0 \\
\end{matrix} & \begin{matrix}
{1 + \sigma} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & {1 + \sigma} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & {1 + \sigma} \\
\end{matrix} \\
\end{bmatrix},\ \begin{bmatrix}
\begin{matrix}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
d_{31} & d_{32} & d_{33} \\
\end{matrix} & \begin{matrix}
0 & d_{15} & 0 \\
d_{24} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{matrix} \\
\end{bmatrix}}{\ {and}\ \begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_{11} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \varepsilon_{22} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \varepsilon_{33} \\
\end{bmatrix} = \varepsilon_{0}\varepsilon_{r}I_{3}}$$ where $Y$ is Young's modulus, $\sigma$ is Poisson's ratio, $I_{3}$ is the identity matrix, $\varepsilon_{r}$ is the relative permittivity of PVDF, and $\varepsilon_{0}$ = 8.854 $\times$ 10^--12^ $F/m$ is the permittivity of free space. The material parameters used in COMSOL are listed in [Table 2](#sensors-20-01346-t002){ref-type="table"}.

Under radio-frequency (RF) signal excitation, standing waves are generated in the PVDF film between the two electrodes. [Figure 2](#sensors-20-01346-f002){ref-type="fig"}b shows a typical resonant mode of the simulated FBAR device. The maximal displacement of particles in the device occurred at the bottom and top surfaces of the PVDF film, confirming that the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF film resonated in thickness mode. [Figure 2](#sensors-20-01346-f002){ref-type="fig"}c shows the simulated electrical impedance characteristic. Two well-defined resonant peaks can be seen at 9.418 and 9.515 $MHz$, where conductance and resistance show the local maxima, corresponding to the series and parallel resonance frequencies ($f_{s}$ and $f_{p}$), respectively. However, there were small peaks near the resonant frequencies, which could be attributed to the lateral acoustic waves, as shown in [Figure 2](#sensors-20-01346-f002){ref-type="fig"}b.

2.2. Device Fabrication {#sec2dot2-sensors-20-01346}
-----------------------

On the basis of the FEM analysis, PVDF FBARs were fabricated. The stable operating-temperature range for the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF polymer was $- 40{\ {to}\ }60\ $°C \[[@B36-sensors-20-01346]\]. This is because high temperatures cause serious degradation of piezoelectric properties of the PVDF material due to dipole restoration to their original random positions in the PVDF film. For example, piezoelectric coefficient $d_{33}$ deteriorated by about 50% after being exposed to 100 $℃$ for 1--4 $h$ \[[@B36-sensors-20-01346]\]. Thus, a key issue for fabricating working PVDF FBARs is to develop a relatively low-temperature fabrication process compared with those used to fabricate inorganic FBARs. Additionally, PVDF does not have chemical resistance to acetone, which is a traditional photoresist (PR) remover used in lift-off processes to produce metal electrodes. PVDF would therefore not be able to strip PR using acetone if the normal lift-off process were used to fabricate the PVDF-based FBARs. Although alternative fabrication methods, such as reactive ion etch-based PR removal \[[@B36-sensors-20-01346]\], and screen-print and shadow-mask processes \[[@B37-sensors-20-01346]\] were developed, these are either complex or not compatible with the standard lithography process for MEMS manufacturing.

Here, we propose a novel double-exposure lift-off process to fabricate PVDF FBARs without using a high-temperature process and acetone solvent. The detailed process for patterning electrodes is illustrated in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-01346-f003){ref-type="fig"}a. Before fabrication, a 2 × 2 ${cm}^{2}$ $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF film (100 $\mathsf{\mu}m$, Jinzhoukexin Electronic Materials Co., Ltd., Jinzhou, China) was prepared, and sequentially cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and deionized (DI) water. Next, AR-P5350 PR was coated on the top of the as-cleaned PVDF film with a thickness of \~2 $\mathsf{\mu}m$. The prebake process was conducted at 60 $℃$ for 1 $h$ to cure the PR film. The wafer was then exposed to $UV$ light with a dose of 25.6 ${mJ}/{cm}^{2}$ with a hard mask of electrode patterns, and developed in a developer (AR 300-26). The whole wafer was exposed to the same dose of $UV$ light again with no mask, and then it was cleaned by $O_{2}$-plasma for 1 $\min$ to remove residual PR on the PVDF surface of the patterned areas. Then, aluminum was sputtered on top of the PVDF with a thickness of 200 $nm$. Both the top and bottom Al electrodes were deposited by RF magnetron sputtering and patterned by the double-exposure $UV$-photolithography process. Instead of acetone, the developer was used to remove the remaining PR and unwanted aluminum to form the electrodes. The patterned electrodes can be seen by the optical microscope, as shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-01346-f003){ref-type="fig"}b. The back-side electrode was fabricated in the same way. [Figure 3](#sensors-20-01346-f003){ref-type="fig"}c shows a photograph of the fabricated FBAR device on a PET film, which exhibits excellent flexibility.

Once fabricated, the electrode pads of the FBAR were connected to a printed circuit board (PCB) via wires using silver paste with 50 $\mathsf{\Omega}$ match impedance. Outputs from the PCB were connected to a vector network analyzer (Agilent E5071C) for characterizing its transmission properties. A LabVIEW-based program was developed to implement automated measurements of the frequency shift of the device.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3-sensors-20-01346}
=========================

3.1. Device Characterization {#sec3dot1-sensors-20-01346}
----------------------------

The crystallinity of the PVDF film was characterized using XRD as shown in [Figure 4](#sensors-20-01346-f004){ref-type="fig"}a. A well-defined peak at 2$\mathsf{\theta}$ = 20.34${^\circ}$ is characteristic of the sum of the diffraction at the (200) and (110) crystalline planes of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF film. The position of the peaks of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF was observed to be consistent after the fabrication process, clearly showing that there was no noticeable deterioration and damage caused by the process to the piezoelectric properties. This demonstrates the stability and consistency of the fabrication process.

[Figure 4](#sensors-20-01346-f004){ref-type="fig"}b shows the reflection ($S_{11}$) and transmission ($S_{21}$) characteristics of the fabricated $\mathsf{\beta}$-PVDF FBAR, as well as the impedance curve obtained from the measured S-parameter. Although the resonant peak of the FBAR is relatively weak and broad, it clearly showed resonance with $f_{s}$ of about 8.708 $MHz$ and $f_{p}$ of about 9.212 $MHz$. The difference between simulated ($f_{s}$ of 9.418 $MHz$, $f_{p}$ of 9.515 $MHz$) and measured results was probably due to the use of ideal material constants of $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF in COMSOL based simulation, while the practical material is nonideal, with a rough surface (Ra \~170$\ {nm}$) and a high degree of porosity inside the film \[[@B38-sensors-20-01346]\] that cause high mechanical losses (low mechanical Q) \[[@B32-sensors-20-01346]\] and degradation of the electrical properties of the material (lower dielectric constant) \[[@B39-sensors-20-01346]\]. The nonideal material properties and thick film could also be responsible for the weak resonance observed. The electromechanical coupling coefficient ($k^{2}$) was directly extracted from these measurements via Equation (2) to be 12.76% ± 0.56% with the scattering of *f*~s~ and *f*~p~ being considered, much higher than those of FBARs made of inorganic piezoelectric materials. The high electromechanical coupling of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF is owing to its high piezoelectric coefficient $d_{33}$. $$k^{2} = \frac{\pi^{2}}{4}\left( \frac{f_{s}}{f_{p}} \right)\frac{f_{p} - f_{s}}{f_{p}}$$

To further clarify whether $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF properties deteriorated as a result of the fabrication process, we measured piezoelectric coefficient $d_{33}$ using a ZJ-3A quasistatic $d_{33}$ measurement machine (LACAS, Beijing, China). The values of $d_{33}$ before and after the fabrication process were 27 and 26 ${pC}/N,$ respectively, well within the experimental scatter, indicating little influence from the fabrication process. Such strong piezoactivity after the fabrication process makes it practically useful in many applications.

3.2. Strain Response {#sec3dot2-sensors-20-01346}
--------------------

The performance of the FBAR device as a strain sensor was investigated with a bending test. A robotic arm (HSV-500) was used to bend the device, and a network analyzer was utilized to measure the strain response. [Figure 5](#sensors-20-01346-f005){ref-type="fig"}a shows the reflection spectra of the device under different strains. The device performed well over a wide strain range of up to 2400 ${\mathsf{\mu}\mathsf{\varepsilon}\ }(\mathsf{\mu}$ is the unit prefix of $10^{- 6},{\ \mathsf{\varepsilon}}$ represents the applied strain), demonstrating the excellent flexibility of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF FBAR device. Good negative linearity of the resonant frequency ($f_{s}$) vs. strain was obtained, as shown in [Figure 5](#sensors-20-01346-f005){ref-type="fig"}b. Sensitivity (defined as $S_{sen} = \Delta f/\Delta s$) was calculated to be 80 ${Hz}/{\mathsf{\mu}\mathsf{\varepsilon}}$, with a linearity of 0.988, excellent for strain sensing.

The reasons for the negative linearity of resonant frequency ($f_{s}$) vs. strain are not clear. Elastic moduli changing under strain could be a factor that induces the frequency shift of FBARs due to the deterioration of the elastic properties of the material under strain \[[@B40-sensors-20-01346]\]. Another possible reason for the negative linearity is the changes of atom structure and crystalline phases of the PVDF polymer under stress. It is well known that the piezoelectric properties of PVDF polymer are strongly dependent on its β crystalline phase, and these properties are responsible for piezoelectric activity and higher longitudinal acoustic velocity. However, β-phase content and degree of crystallinity are dependent on the zigzag trans ($TTT$) planar arrangement, as shown in [Figure 1](#sensors-20-01346-f001){ref-type="fig"}, and thus are strongly influenced by stretch ratio \[[@B35-sensors-20-01346]\]. When strain is applied, the crystalline structure and crystal phase may change; these changes extend the acoustic propagation path and reduce velocity, and frequency decreases with the increase of strain. However, more work is necessary to clarify this behavior.

[Figure 6](#sensors-20-01346-f006){ref-type="fig"} shows the cyclic bending test result of up to 98 times (2500 s), with bending strain varying cyclically from zero to 2400 $\mathsf{\mu}\mathsf{\varepsilon}$. The average resonant-frequency shift was from 8.769 to 8.549 $MHz$ when bending strain changed from zero to 2400 $\mathsf{\mu}\mathsf{\varepsilon}$. The resonant frequency of the overall bending test drifted slightly downward due to the slight position shift of the robotic arm and the decrease of wire bonding strength. Nevertheless, results showed that the FBAR device has excellent stability and favorable fatigue properties, indicating its good potential for flexible strain sensors.

3.3. Temperature Sensing {#sec3dot3-sensors-20-01346}
------------------------

It is well known that many ambient quantities may affect FBAR performance, with temperature being one of the main concerns. In order to improve the performance of FBAR devices, a large part of research on FBAR temperature characteristics has focused on how to reduce the effect of temperature fluctuation, such as by adding a silicon dioxide compensation layer \[[@B41-sensors-20-01346]\], embedding a microheater layer between the supporting layer and piezoelectric layer, or stiffening (mechanically or electrically) the piezoelectric film \[[@B42-sensors-20-01346]\]. However, an alternative approach could be utilizing the effect of temperature on FBAR to fabricate FBAR temperature sensors, for which there is a huge market \[[@B43-sensors-20-01346]\].

[Figure 7](#sensors-20-01346-f007){ref-type="fig"}a shows the frequency response of the PVDF FBAR to temperature variation. When temperature increased, the reflection spectrum accordingly shifted to the left. The temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) is normally used to assess the temperature dependence of the device resonant frequency, which is defined by Equation (3). $${TCF} = \frac{1}{f_{0}}\frac{\Delta f}{\Delta T} \times 10^{6}~\left\lbrack {{ppm}/K} \right\rbrack,$$ where $f_{0}$, $\Delta f$, and $\Delta T$ are the original resonant frequency, shift of the resonant frequency, and change of temperature, respectively. [Figure 7](#sensors-20-01346-f007){ref-type="fig"}b shows the resonant-frequency ($f_{s}$) shift of the FBAR device as a function of temperature. Excellent linearity of 0.999 was achieved in the measurement temperature range from 25 to 100 ${^\circ}C$. From this result, $\Delta f/\Delta T$ = 0.0405 ${MHz}/K$ was obtained, and the measured resonant frequency of 8.75 $MHz$ of the FBAR at $T_{0}$ = 25 ${^\circ}C$ was used as $f_{0}$. The TCF of the device was therefore calculated to be −4630 ${ppm}/K$, which is about two orders of magnitude larger than those of common inorganic-piezoelectric-material-based FBARs (about −25 to 60 ${ppm}/K$) \[[@B44-sensors-20-01346]\] owing to the high thermal expansion coefficient of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF material, as shown in [Table 1](#sensors-20-01346-t001){ref-type="table"}. Hence it can be exploited efficiently in the area of high sensitivity temperature sensors.

We also carried out a cyclic temperature test to clarify temperature stability and repeatability. The device was suspended and end-anchored in a hot-air oven, which ensured that the device was heated evenly and avoided errors possibly induced by strain-related frequency shift. The LabVIEW-based program used to implement automated measurements could extract the resonant frequency by smoothing the curve, and find the peak by comparing the surrounding points. For accuracy measurement, resonant frequency at each temperature test point was obtained from sweeping repeated 50 times. [Figure 7](#sensors-20-01346-f007){ref-type="fig"}c shows that frequency was stable and repeatable at each temperature test point, and frequency values were almost the same (with a small difference of ±0.005 $MHz$) when temperature increased and then returned to the original point for the temperature range of 25--70 $℃$, as shown in [Figure 7](#sensors-20-01346-f007){ref-type="fig"}d, demonstrating the device's excellent stability and reliability, and its great potential for the application of flexible temperature sensors.

Although $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF FBAR had a weak piezoelectric response, it performed well as a flexible sensor. The existence and optimization of these properties are intimately related to the fraction of the polymer in the crystalline phase, particularly its structure, microstructure, and orientation. All of these, in turn, heavily depend on processing conditions. Nowadays, much research is carried out with the aim of improving the quality of $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF films. Examples of proposed solutions so far include different polarization methods to obtain well-defined $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase crystals \[[@B45-sensors-20-01346]\], and suitable quenching temperature and PVDF concentration to reduce porosity \[[@B46-sensors-20-01346]\]. Our research aims to further this work, and we anticipate better $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF films in the future to achieve better performance and extend its application area.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-sensors-20-01346}
==============

In conclusion, a flexible FBAR was developed by using a $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF polymer as the piezoelectric material. The performance of this device was analyzed and characterized both experimentally and theoretically. A facile low-temperature lithography process with double exposure was developed to successfully pattern the electrodes on the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF film without deteriorating the properties of the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF polymer and the FBAR devices. The series and parallel resonance frequencies ($f_{s}$ and $f_{p}$) experimentally measured were 8.708 and 9.212 $MHz$, respectively, and the high obtained $k^{2}$ of 12.76% ± 0.56% is rather advantageous for wide bandwidth applications. For the bending test, results showed that the device could handle a wide strain range of up to 2400 $\mathsf{\mu}\mathsf{\varepsilon}$, and that it was capable of strain sensing with sensitivity and linearity of 80 ${Hz}/{\mathsf{\mu}\mathsf{\varepsilon}}$ and 0.988, respectively. The cyclic bending test showed the device's excellent mechanical stability and reliability. An exceptionally large TCF of −4630 ${ppm}/K$ was obtained, exhibiting the device's excellent potential for high-sensitivity temperature-sensing applications. All results demonstrated that the $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF FBAR merits further study and development, and is promising in the domain of future flexible electronics.
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![Structures of $\mathsf{\alpha},{\ \mathsf{\beta}},{\ {and}\ \mathsf{\gamma}}$ phase polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).](sensors-20-01346-g001){#sensors-20-01346-f001}

![(**a**) Three-dimensional schematic of FBAR device structure; (**b**) simulated 2D cross-section displacement of $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF FBAR in COMSOL; and (**c**) impedance of $\mathsf{\beta}$ -phase PVDF FBAR in COMSOL.](sensors-20-01346-g002){#sensors-20-01346-f002}

![(**a**) Fabrication process for PVDF FBAR; (**b**) microscope image of fabricated electrode by double-exposure and lift-off process; (**c**) optical photo of fabricated FBAR device, showing its flexibility.](sensors-20-01346-g003){#sensors-20-01346-f003}

![(**a**) Comparison of $X$-ray diffraction patterns of $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF films before and after fabrication, showing no visible influence from fabrication processes; (**b**) S-parameter and impedance characteristic curve of FBAR device.](sensors-20-01346-g004){#sensors-20-01346-f004}

![(**a**) Reflection spectra of device under different bending strains; (**b**) frequency shift as device strain function.](sensors-20-01346-g005){#sensors-20-01346-f005}

![Frequency shift under cyclic bending strain from zero to 2400 $\mathsf{\mu}\mathsf{\varepsilon}$ for 98 cycles (2500 $s$), showing excellent device stability.](sensors-20-01346-g006){#sensors-20-01346-f006}

![(**a**) Reflection spectra of device under different temperatures; (**b**) resonant frequency as function of temperature, showing temperature coefficient of −4630 ${ppm}/K$ frequency, calculated from gradient; (**c**) frequency at each temperature test point for 50 times; (**d**) frequency shift under cyclic temperature scanning, showing good consistency with no visible hysteresis.](sensors-20-01346-g007){#sensors-20-01346-f007}

sensors-20-01346-t001_Table 1

###### 

Comparison of piezoelectric materials.

  Materials                                                                               ZnO \[[@B24-sensors-20-01346],[@B25-sensors-20-01346],[@B26-sensors-20-01346],[@B27-sensors-20-01346],[@B28-sensors-20-01346]\]   AlN \[[@B24-sensors-20-01346],[@B25-sensors-20-01346],[@B26-sensors-20-01346],[@B28-sensors-20-01346],[@B29-sensors-20-01346]\]   PZT \[[@B26-sensors-20-01346],[@B28-sensors-20-01346],[@B30-sensors-20-01346]\]   β-PVDF \[[@B28-sensors-20-01346],[@B31-sensors-20-01346],[@B32-sensors-20-01346],[@B33-sensors-20-01346],[@B34-sensors-20-01346],[@B35-sensors-20-01346]\]
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ${Density}\ \left( \mathbf{g}/\mathbf{c}\mathbf{m}^{3} \right.$)                        5.61                                                                                                                              3.26                                                                                                                              7.55                                                                              1.78
  ${Acoustic}\ {velocity}\ \left( \mathbf{m}/\mathbf{s} \right.$)                         6340                                                                                                                              11,350                                                                                                                            3603                                                                              2200
  ${Young}\prime s\ {Modulus}\ \left( \mathbf{GPa} \right.$)                              210                                                                                                                               320                                                                                                                               1200                                                                              3
  ${Acoustic}\ {Impedance}\ \left( 10^{6}~\mathbf{kg}/\mathbf{m}^{2}\mathbf{s} \right)$   36.2                                                                                                                              37                                                                                                                                27.2                                                                              2.7
  ${Effective}\ {coupling}\ {coefficient}.k_{eff}^{2}~$(%)                                7.8                                                                                                                               6.0                                                                                                                               20.25                                                                             14
  ${Piezoelectric}\ {coefficient}\ d_{33}~\left( {\mathbf{pC}/\mathbf{N}} \right)$        12                                                                                                                                4.5                                                                                                                               289--380                                                                          −24 to 34
  ${Coefficient}\ {of}\ {thermal}\ {Expansion}\ \left( \mathbf{CTE},~10^{- 6} \right.$)   4                                                                                                                                 5.2                                                                                                                               1.75                                                                              42--75

sensors-20-01346-t002_Table 2

###### 

Constants used to define $\mathsf{\beta}$-phase PVDF flexible film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) in COMSOL.

  Parameter                                                          Value
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------
  **$\mathbf{Y}$**                                                   $3\  \times \ 10^{9}\ N/m^{2}$
  **$\mathbf{\sigma}$**                                              0.4
  **$\mathbf{\rho}$**                                                $1.78\ g/{cm}^{3}$
  **$\mathbf{d}_{31}$**                                              $18~ \times 10^{- 12}{\ C}/N$
  **$\mathbf{d}_{32}$**                                              $5~ \times 10^{- 12}$ $C/N$
  **$\mathbf{d}_{33}$**                                              $- 26~ \times 10^{- 12}$ $C/N$
  **$\mathbf{\varepsilon}/\mathbf{\varepsilon}_{0}$**                9.5
  **$\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{\delta}_{\mathbf{e}}$**   0.02
